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The interaction of intense ��1016 W cm−2�, subpicosecond pulses with solid targets can generate
highly directional jets of hot electrons. These electrons can propagate in the solid along with the
counterpropagating return shielding currents. The spontaneous magnetic field that is generated by
these currents, captures in its time evolution, important information about the dynamics of the
complex transport processes. By using a two pulse pump-probe polarimetric technique the temporal
evolution of multimegagauss magnetic fields is measured for optically polished BK7 glass targets,
each coated with a thin layer of either copper or silver. A simple model is then used for explaining
the observations and for deducing quantitative information about the transport of hot electrons.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3118586�

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of ultraintense, ultrashort laser pulses
with solid density materials, leads to extreme states of matter
under laboratory conditions. Such tiny and explosively ion-
ized plasmas house the largest and shortest lived magnetic
fields on Earth1 and are important sources of coherent and
incoherent electromagnetic radiation,2 fast ions, and elec-
trons across a wide energy range.3

It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally
that at high intensities light is absorbed in such a short lived
plasma by many collisionless mechanisms such as j�B
heating �ponderomotive acceleration�,4–6 vacuum heating,7,8

and resonance absorption9–11 �RA� resulting in the generation
of hot electron currents which are in the form of jets. These
jets propagate along the direction of laser axis in case of j
�B heating,5,12 while in RA the propagation is along the
direction of target normal9–11 �see Fig. 2�a� below�. The me-
dium, in turn, responds to the hot electron current by setting
up an equivalent charge neutralizing return current13 so that
the net current is always below the Alfvén limit.14–16 This
resultant current generates huge pulses of azimuthal �Fig.
2�a��, quasistatic magnetic field17 whose evolution captures
the complex transport of hot electrons through the dense me-
dium. The knowledge of such transport processes is crucial
for fast ignition �FI� scheme of inertial fusion.18,19 The suc-
cess of FI, in fact, depends on the generation of hot electrons,
their collimation, transport, and eventual stopping in the
overdense region of the plasma. The estimation of hot elec-
tron stopping length and factors affecting it, are therefore,
extremely important. Further, a recent simulation has re-
ported the possibility of controlling of hot electron collima-
tion by application of large magnetic fields generated by a
second pulse incident at a proper time delay.20 The dynamics

of the laser generated magnetic field has thus become an
important issue in itself.

The first experimental observation of spontaneous laser
generated magnetic field �approximately kilogauss� in laser-
solid interaction was reported by Stamper et al. in 1971.21

The first optical experiment realized in 1975 by Stamper
et al. showed that the magnetic fields were in the megagauss
range.22 Since then there have been many studies on various
aspects of the magnetic field.23–28 Various innovative tech-
niques such as measurement of higher harmonic cutoffs1 and
proton radiography29–31 have been applied to probe the mag-
netic field in the overdense region of laser generated plasma,
but there have been very few reports on the temporal dynam-
ics of the process with subpicosecond time resolution.32–34

In this paper we present femtosecond time resolved
pump-probe polarimetry to decipher the evolution of
megagauss magnetic fields generated near the critical density
layer in two different types of targets. The hot electrons are
generated in thin solid density plasma layers in Cu and Ag
and their propagation is studied in BK7 glass medium. Sec-
tion II contains a description of our experimental setup and
detection technique. In Sec. III, we present our experimental
observations and in Sec. IV we present a theoretical model
which explains the temporal behavior of the measured MG
magnetic fields. We also use this model to estimate the back-
ground conductivity under in situ conditions of high tem-
perature and pressure, where equation of state may not be
known exactly. Finally Sec. V contains our conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DETECTION
TECHNIQUE

The experiments are performed using a Ti:sapphire
chirped pulse amplified laser emitting 100 fs, 10 Hz pulses at
800 nm. Under optimum extraction, the prepulse �13 ns be-
fore the main pulse� intensity level is less than 10−6 of the
main pulse. The prepulse or the pedestal do not cause sig-
nificant plasma formation under our experimental
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conditions.35 The schematic of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1. The p polarized laser is focused at oblique
incidence �45°� with a f /10 lens on optically polished
�roughness �� /5� BK7 glass targets coated with Cu or Ag
metal, housed in a vacuum chamber at 10−3 torr. The target
is constantly moved with the help of a computer controlled
precision x-y stage, during the experiment so that each pulse
irradiates a fresh spot. The maximum main pulse energy used
in the experiments is limited to 8 mJ, giving a peak intensity
of about 3.4�1016 W cm2 in a 20 �m diameter focal spot.
The thickness of metal coating on the BK7 glass targets is
1 �m which is ��s�c /�p, the optical skin depth at 800 nm
��10−2 �m�. So the incident intense ultrashort light essen-
tially interacts with only the metallic layer with the glass
background playing no direct role in the absorption of light.
The metallic foreground acts as a source of hot electrons
which then propagate through the glass medium. We use sec-
ond harmonic �400 nm� normally incident probe beam so
that it can sample the overdense regions �until four times the
critical density of pump, i.e., until 4nc� where large hot elec-
tron densities and high magnetic fields are expected to occur
�Fig. 2�b��. The probe is a factor of 103–104 weaker than the
pump and is delayed with the help of a high resolution trans-

lation stage. The spatial overlapping of the two pulses is
monitored online using a charge coupled device coupled to a
microscope zoom lens looking directly at the interaction vol-
ume. The temporal matching is ascertained by looking at the
sharp dip in the time resolved reflectivity of the probe pulse
when the pump pulse forms plasma on the metal surface. Hot
electron temperature was measured by looking at the hard
x-ray bremsstrahlung emission spectrum from the plasma us-
ing a thallium activated NaI scintillating detector along the
plasma plume. The details of our x-ray diagnostics are de-
scribed elsewhere.35

Under our experimental conditions the self-generated
magnetic field is predominantly in the azimuthal direction
because the hot electron jets penetrate normally into the tar-
get as shown in Fig. 2�a�. The laser generated plasma under
the effect of a magnetic field becomes birefringent and/or
optically active depending on the propagation direction of
the electromagnetic wave. The first is a linear anisotropy
which produces the Cotton–Mouton effect �induced elliptic-
ity� and the second is circular plasma anisotropy resulting in
the Faraday effect �rotation of the polarization vector�.36 The
normally incident probe wave vector k in our case is perpen-
dicular to the spontaneous magnetic field B. A linearly po-
larized electromagnetic wave traveling through magnetized
plasma with wave vector perpendicular to the quasistatic
magnetic field acquires ellipticity due to �a� difference in
refractive indices for the two characteristic modes, the ordi-
nary mode �O-wave, E �B� and the extraordinary mode
�X-wave, E�B� �Refs. 36 and 37� and �b� the different turn-
ing points �cutoffs� for O-wave and X-wave. The time re-
solved measurement of Stokes parameters37,38 of the re-
flected probe yields the magnetic field induced instantaneous
ellipticity.37

The reflected probe is divided in two parts for simulta-
neous measurements of induced ellipticity as well as reflec-
tivity. The first arm has a calibrated photodiode to measure
reflectivity which is used to establish the zero of time delay
and, in the other arm we use a combination of quarter wave
plate and polarizer �the latter with an extinction ratio 10−5� in
front of a photomultiplier tube �PMT� to measure ellipticity
�see Fig. 1�. The four Stokes parameters are obtained by
measuring light intensity with �a� only the polarizer oriented
with its axis at 0°, 45°, 90°, and �b� the combination of
polarizer a quarter wave plate �quarter wave plate axis at 90°
and polarizer axis at 45°, where the 0° direction is arbitrary�.
This yields the magnetic field induced ellipticity and also
rules out any presence of random depolarization in the
beam.37,38 The possible contribution to ellipticity due to re-
fraction effects is estimated by solving Helmholtz equations
and is found to be negligibly small compared to the observed
magnetically induced ellipticity. Aligning the 0° direction of
polarizer axis along the major axis of laser polarization vec-
tor, the ellipticity can then be simply determined by taking
the ratio of transmitted intensity with polarizer at 90° and 0°
for each time delay between pump and probe. Thus experi-
mental ellipticity due to magnetic field can be obtained for
any material.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Experimental setup: beam splitter �BS�, photodiodes
�PD1, PD2�, photomultiplier tube �PMT�, quarter wave plate �� /4�, and
polarizer �Pol�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Expanded view of interaction region. �b� The
second harmonic probe pulse penetrates the region overdense for the pump
pulse.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION

We consider two media with different atomic numbers
and initial conductivities—Ag and Cu as hot electron sources
in our experiment. The experimentally observed hard x-ray
spectrum in each case yields similar hot electron
temperatures—Th�35 keV ��2 keV�. The hot electrons
generated in both the cases propagate through the same me-
dium, i.e., BK7 glass in our case. Figure 3 show the mag-
netically induced ellipticity as a function of the time delay
between pump and probe pulses for Cu and Ag coated tar-
gets, respectively. Ellipticity is obtained in each case by mea-
suring the Stokes parameter of probe pulse at each time de-
lay. Calculation of magnetic field involves understanding the
polarization evolution inside the magnetized medium. The
evolution of Stokes vector �s� inside the magnetized plasma
is determined by ds /dz=��z��s�z�. Here �= �� /c���O

−�X� is proportional to difference between refractive indices
�O and �X of O and X-waves, which depends on strength of
the magnetic field.37 The solution of above equation is s�z�
=Msinput, where Mij is the transition matrix obeying the
equation dMi /dz=��Mi, and Mi= �M1i ,M2i ,M3i�.

37 Final
output Stokes vector and hence ellipticity is obtained by in-
tegrating this equation numerically inside the plasma by di-
viding it into small slabs, where within each slab, the plasma
parameters are assumed to be constant. By considering self-
similar expansion into vacuum the density profile is obtained
as9,39 ne=nc exp�−�z−zc� /cst�, where zc is the position of the
critical density nc for the probe beam and cs=��ZkTe /mi�
	3�107��Z /A�1/2�Te /keV�1/2� cm s−1 �Ref. 40� is the ion
sound speed. For the background electron temperature under
our experimental conditions we assumed a spatially and tem-
porally averaged value of Te=100 eV.41–43 The average ion-
ization state Z at a temperature of 100 eV and at the laser’s
critical density as given by the FLYCHK code44 is 16.3 for Cu
and 17.9 for Ag. We have found that our results are insensi-
tive to the details of the density profile as has also been
found by several other authors33,41,45,46 for small scale length
plasmas �L /��0.125 in 10 ps; these numbers have been
verified using Doppler shift measurements� and to the choice
of Z and Te �even a factor of 4 variation in Z or Te causes
minor change �	0.4 MG� in the calculated B values for both
the cases of Ag and Cu�. The solution Mij�z�, and s�z� can
now be determined for any infinitesimally small plasma col-

umn for a given value of magnetic field B. Recursively solv-
ing the equation in small steps and maintaining unitarity of
M, one can find the full transition matrix for the whole
plasma column. From the transition matrix, the final Stokes
vector can be computed which in turn gives the ellipticity of
the reflected probe. At each delay this scheme is imple-
mented and the value of magnetic field required to generate
experimentally observed ellipticity is deduced. The results of
the computation of the magnetic field from observed elliptic-
ity are shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� for Cu �solid circles� and
Ag �solid squares� coated glass targets, respectively. We also
note here that the major contribution to ellipticity comes
from the high density region around the critical density of
the pump, because of �a� very strong dependence of plasma
birefringence on electron density and �b� location of the hot
electron source near the critical density.

(b)(a)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Induced ellipticity of probe as a function of delay time for Cu and Ag.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Magnetic field pulse profile for �a� Cu and �b� Ag, p
polarized pump pulse.
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IV. THEORETICAL MODELING AND TRANSPORT
PARAMETERS

We now present a model which explains the temporal
behavior of the measured magnetic fields and also allows us
to estimate the background conductivities under in situ con-
ditions of high temperature and pressure. The temporal evo-
lution of magnetic field is modeled using the following
equation, which describes the mechanism of quasistatic mag-
netic field generation under electromagnetohydrodynamic
approximation:

�B�

�t
=

c2

4
�
�2B� +

c

�
��� � j�hot� +

c

ene
��� Te � �� ne� . �1�

Here � is the conductivity of the background plasma
�assumed to be independent of the spatial coordinates�, j�hot is
the current density of the hot electrons, and ne and Te are the
background electron density and temperature, respectively.
We note here that in our model for magnetic field generation,
we have neglected effects due to convection and plasma ex-
pansion. The justification for neglecting these effects is indi-
cated in the later part of this section. Assuming the magnetic
field to be in the azimuthal direction �Fig. 2�a��, we can use
a simple one-dimensional �1D� model of hot electron propa-
gation and Eq. �1� can be approximated as

�B

�t
	 −

B�


+ S�z,t� , �2�

where the diffusion term is approximated as B / with 
	�4
� /c2���r�2, and the source terms are approximated as
S�z , t�	−�c /���r��jhot�z , t�+ �c /e��r���Te�t� /Ls�t��. Here
�r is the laser spot radius which is about 10 �m and Ls is
the density scale length which increases with time. There are
two different temporal regimes of transport involved here:
transport during the laser pulse and transport after the laser
pulse �see Ref. 47� and in the experiments we see that sub-
stantial evolution of magnetic field, i.e., growth and decay
takes place after the driving laser pulse is gone. The laser is
on for �100 fs and after that, the direct effects of laser
radiation are not present. The laser is thus accounted for only
as a source of hot electrons and modeling of magnetic field
evolution becomes comparatively simpler. Taking B=Blas at
t=laser, the solution of Eq. �2� for t�laser is given by

B = Blase
−�t−laser�/ + e−t/


laser

t

S�t,z�et/dt

	 Blase
−�t−laser�/ + e−t/


laser

t �−
c

��r
jhot�z,t�

+
c

e�r

Te�t�
Ls�t�

�et/dt , �3�

where jhot=−enhvh, nh is the hot electron density, and vh is
the velocity of the hot electron fluid. We now proceed to
make an estimate of the individual source terms. To make an
estimate of nh and vh, we use the formalism given by Bell
et al.47 where the evolution of hot electron density �nh� is
governed by the following nonlinear diffusion equation:

�nh

�t
=

�

�z
� �Th

e2nh

�nh

�z
� . �4�

Here Th is the hot electron temperature. It can be shown that
the above equation is valid even without the restricted as-
sumption of jtotal= jhot+ jp	0, used in Refs. 47 and 48. Since
our interest lies in t�laser, we use the solution of Eq. �4� in
this temporal regime, as given in Ref. 47,

nh =
2n0z0




L

z2 + L2 , �5�

with

L�t� = z0 5
�Th

3e2n0z0
2 �t − laser� + 1�3/5

, �6�

where n0= �2 /9��Iabs
2 lasere

2 /�Th
3�, z0= �3�Th

2 /e2Iabs�. The ab-
sorbed intensity Iabs= fIincident, f being the fraction absorbed.
The z axis is defined along the direction of plasma density
gradient �ne with z=0 corresponding to source of the hot
electrons, i.e., critical density of pump beam. Here n0 is the
density of hot electrons at z=0, at time t=laser and z0 is the
characteristic stopping length so that n0z0 represents the total
number of hot electrons produced at time t=laser. The
constants n0 and z0 have been derived by equating the ab-
sorbed laser energy Iabslaser to the hot electron kinetic energy
�see Ref. 47�. The above solution �5� is a self-similar solution
of Eq. �4� in which the shape of the spatial distribution re-
mains the same but it expands in time with a scale length
L�t�. Using the above expression for nh and L�t�, we estimate
jhot as

jhot = − enhvh = − e
2n0z0




L

z2 + L2�
dL

dt
� , �7�

where vh, the hot electron velocity is taken to be proportional
to dL /dt, � being the proportionality constant. Substituting
the expression for dL /dt in jhot and using �
	�c2 /4
��r�2�, the first source term in the integrand of Eq.
�3� becomes

−
c

��r
jhot 	 A

�py + 1�1/5ey

z2 + z0
2�py + 1�6/5 , �8�

where y= �t−laser� /, A=2cz0�Th /e�r, and p
=5
�Th /3e2n0z0

2. To estimate the second source term in the
integrand of Eq. �3� we use an adiabatic expansion model.49

Assuming 1D adiabatic expansion ��=3�, we get Te�t�
=Te�laser��Ls�laser� /Ls�t��2, where Te�laser� and Ls�laser� are,
respectively, the electron temperature and density scale
length at time t=laser. The temporal variation of scale length
is estimated using sound speed as dLs /dt	Cs�t�
	Cs�laser�Ls�laser� /Ls, which gives

Ls�t� = Ls�laser��1 +
t − laser

tex
�1/2

, �9�

where tex= �1 /2��Ls�laser� /Cs�laser��	�1 /2�laser.
Substituting the expression for Te�t� and using Eq. �9�,

the second source term in the integrand of Eq. �3� becomes
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c

e�r

Te�t�
Ls�t�

	 Q�1 +
y

tex
�−3/2

, �10�

where Q=cTe�laser� / �e�rLs�laser��. Lastly, substituting Eqs.
�8� and �10� in Eq. �3�, the final expression for magnetic field
stands as

B = Blase
−y + Ae−y


0

y �py + 1�1/5ey

z2 + z0
2�py + 1�6/5dy

+ Qe−y

0

y �1 +
y

tex
�−3/2

eydy . �11�

We use the above expression for B�t ,z� at z=0 �location of
pump critical density� to model the magnetic field evolution
as a function of time using  �which is related to conductivity
�� and f as free parameters. The proportionality constant � is
taken to be unity. The Beg scaling law10 provides an estimate
of hot electron temperature as Th	100�I17��m

2 �1/3 keV,
where I17 is incident intensity in 1017 W cm−2 and ��m is
wavelength in �m. For the intensities used in the present set
of experiments the scaling formula predicts a hot electron
temperature of Th�60 keV. This is of the order of, but
higher than the experimentally observed value �35 keV.
The background electron temperature at time t=laser is taken
to be Te�laser�	2 keV �assuming 10% absorption� and
Ls�laser�	Cs�laser�laser, where Cs�laser� is the sound speed
estimated at Te	2 keV with ionization state at t=laser as
Z=27 �for Cu� and Z=36 �for Ag� as given by FLYCHK

code.44

At time t=laser the magnetic field, i.e., Blas is 29 and 8.3
MG, respectively, for copper and silver coated targets. We
note here that the above magnitudes of Blas, have not been
assumed to get a good fit with experimental data, but are
actual values observed in experiments at the time t=laser.
Figures 4�a� and 4�b� �solid lines� show the best fits obtained
using this model. From the best fits, the relevant parameters
�f being the fraction of energy absorbed by hot electrons and
 representing the magnetic field decay time� for copper and
silver are—Cu: fCu=0.1; =2.4 ps and Ag: fAg=0.1; 
=4.2 ps.

From the data and the fits in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� it is clear
that the magnetic field decay time in silver glass is larger
than that in copper glass. We compare the two cases to ex-
tract the conductivity parameters using �= �c2 /4
��r�2�.
Conductivities for two cases come out to be, �Cu,BK7=1.7
�1014 s−1 and �Ag,BK7=3�1014 s−1.

The collision frequencies inferred from the conductivi-
ties are very close to the plasma frequency at the pump criti-
cal density and are about two orders of magnitude greater
than the electron-ion collision frequency obtained from

Spitzer formula. This indicates that magnetic field decay is
not simply due to diffusion, implying that anomalous pro-
cesses too may be responsible for decay. These anomalous
processes may involve both electrostatic and electromagnetic
processes and also collective effects associated with return
shielding currents which propagate in regions much beyond
the pump critical density layer.

Using the above conductivity values and Th from experi-
ment, we estimate the penetration depth Lf of hot electrons
�using Eq. �6�� in 10 ps as Lf ,Cu=5.8�10−3 cm and Lf ,Ag

=10.0�10−3 cm.
Table I summarizes the characteristic parameters for the

materials under study, where mag �ps�=magnetic pulse du-
ration, Bmax �MG�=peak magnetic field, max �ps�=position
of peak in time,  �ps�=decay constant, � �s−1�
=conductivity, and Lf ��m�=penetration in 10 ps. The mea-
sured magnetic fields around �and beyond� the critical region
of the pump pulse is due to combination of forward hot
electron current and the return shielding current supplied by
the cold overdense plasma. As our calculation shows, the
penetration depth of hot electrons Lf �1 �m in 10 ps,
clearly indicating that hot electron do penetrate significantly
into BK7 glass, which gets ionized and the ionized medium
in turn supplies the cold return current.

By integrating Eq. �11� with z as a variable parameter
and using the values of  and f as determined from the tem-
poral fit above, we can obtain the magnetic field as a func-
tion of both z and t. Figures 5�a� and 5�b� shows B�z , t� in the
case of solid silver and copper coated glass targets, respec-
tively, using our 1D model. In each case, as one would ex-
pect, the magnetic field diffuses in z and decays with time.
Hence magnetic field pulse is not only ultrashort in time but
also in localized in spatial dimension. This fact is directly
related to the penetration of hot electrons into the solid con-
ducting materials.

As stated in the beginning of this section, in our model,
we have neglected effects due to convection and plasma ex-
pansion We now show that for our experimental conditions
their contribution to the overall magnetic field evolution is
negligible. Consider the convective term

��� � �v� � B� �� . �12�

This give rise to convection along longitudinal direction as
�CsB /L and radial direction as �CsB /r, where the penetra-
tion depth L�60 �m and the spot size r�10 �m. Using
Cs�5�106 cm /s and B�30 MG, the longitudinal convec-
tion gives �0.03 MG /ps and the radial convection gives
�0.15 MG /ps �for Ag longitudinal and radial convection
are of the order of �0.005 and �0.048 MG /ps, respec-

TABLE I. Characteristic values.

Target
mag

�ps�
Bmax

�MG�
max

�ps�


�ps�
�

�s−1�
Lf

��m�

Cu-BK7 10 30.6 0.13 2.4 1.7�1014 58

Ag-BK7 10 12.3 0.26 4.2 3.0�1014 100
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tively�. We thus note that contribution due to convection and
plasma expansion is negligible.

We emphasize here that the conductivities deduced
above represent time and space averaged “effective conduc-
tivities” which are independent of any specific microscopic
model. BK7 glass which is almost nonconducting at room
temperature acquires a finite conductivity at elevated tem-
peratures ��100 eV� due to target heating by collisional ef-
fects and ionization via large electric fields exceeding break-
down threshold.50 These large electric fields ��Th /eLf

�10 MV /cm� are generated by the charge separation
caused by the forward propagating fast electrons entering the
ambient solid density plasma. This electric field not only
opposes the fast electron current but also draws a return cur-
rent through the cold background plasma whose magnitude,
in turn, depends on the conductivity of the background. The
actual dynamics of the fast electron propagation and return
current generation is thus quite complex and the transport
parameter �conductivity� in general has spatial and temporal
dependence. To our knowledge, there does not exist any
single experiment or simulation or theoretical description
which completely models the above processes. Thus our
measurement technique gives an order of magnitude estimate
of spatiotemporal average conductivity of BK7 glass under
in situ conditions of temperature and density.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have characterized picosecond
megagauss magnetic pulses generated by interaction of in-
tense ultrashort laser pulses with solid copper and silver
coated BK7 glass targets. The measurement of hot electron
transport is carried out in the overdense region of the target
via magnetic field profiling using second harmonic pump-
probe polarimetry. Theoretical interpretation of the measured
magnetic field specifically throws light on the important
physical processes responsible for the magnetic field genera-
tion and further allows us to make an order of magnitude
estimate of the effective conductivity of the nonconducting
medium under extreme conditions where it becomes con-
ducting. This measurement technique may have important
implications for the fast ignition laser fusion scheme, where
the knowledge of conductivity of the dense core is crucial for
estimating the fast electron stopping length and heating of
the core.51
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